
Lesson Overview

Grade level(s):

Elementary School (K-5),

Kindergarten, Grade 1,

Grade 2, Grade 3, Grade

4, Grade 5

Subjects(s):

Biology/Life Science

Topic:

Plant and soil science

Big ideas(s):

Scientists use discrete

steps to conduct an

experiment and together

they are called the

scientific method.

Plants need certain things

to grow and some soils

support the needs of plants

better than others.

Vocabulary words:

gravel, sand, peat, potting

soil, observe, stem, leaves,

roots, scientific method,

question,

prediction/hypothesis,

experiment, observation,

results, trait, data,

conclusion

What you need:

planters or paper/plastic

cups with holes punched in

the bottom, masking tape,

foil trays, paper plates,

rulers, plastic wrap, 2-4

types of soil (number

depends on grade level,

would use fewer soils with
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Summary: 

Students will explore how plants grow while using

the scientific method to conduct an experiment.

Prerequisites for students: 

Students should be somewhat familiar with what

plants need to grow.  If students are measuring their

data, they should be familiar with how to use a ruler.

Learning goals/objectives for students: 

Students will learn about different soils and their

properties through observation. Students will set up

an experiment to answer a specific question and will

hypothesize about the experiment.  Students will

also learn about what plants need to grow.

Content background for instructor: 

Most plants need a few key properties from soil in

order to grow well in it.  The soil needs to contain

nutrients (organic matter such as compost), to retain

some water but also drain well, and to provide air to

the roots (aeration).  Some soils meet these needs

better than others.

Scientists use an organized thought process called

the scientific method to probe the world around

them. It breaks down into 6 steps:

1) Ask a question - what do you want to find out by

doing your experiment?

2) Do background research - what can you find out

about your question that will help you design your

experiment?  Frequently, background research will

also help refine your question.

3) Make a hypothesis - based on the background

research you have done, what do you think the

outcome of your experiment will be?
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lower grades, ex. gravel,

sand, peat, potting soil),

worksheets (see

attachments below) or

science notebooks, seeds

(ex. arabidopsis,

Wisconsin Fast Plants,

radish, catnip - please see

links below for sources of

seeds), spray bottle, small

paper/plastic cups (no

holes)

OPTIONAL: small sealed

container with water for

suspending very small

seeds, plastic dropper for

dispensing very small

seeds, grow lamp with

fluorescent bulb

Grouping:

The lesson will start with a

whole class discussion,

during which students will

also have to confer with a

partner before addressing

the class.  After the initial

discussion, students will be

working in groups of 4 to

plant. 

Setting:

classroom

Time needed:

Each part of the lesson will

take approximately 45

minutes to 1 hour.  The

second part when students

are collecting data may

take longer depending on

how complicated data

collection and analysis is.

4) Test your hypothesis by doing an experiment -

what procedure will you use to answer your question

and test your hypothesis? What type of data will you

collect?

5) Analyze data and draw a conclusion - does your

data support your hypothesis?  What does your data

tell you about your original question?

6) Report results - share your data and conclusions

with your peers.  Are your results surprising?  Does

your data bring up new questions? 

Getting ready: 

If you are using cups, each group of students will

need 4 cups with holes punched in the bottom.  If

you are using very small seeds, such as arabidopsis,

they will need to be suspended in water by shaking

in a sealed container.  For the initial observation,

prepare 2 cups of each type of soil in the cups with

no holes in the bottom. For the activity, prepare a

tray with 4 cups (with holes), a length of masking

tape, a marker, and copies of "Setting Up Your

Experiment" for each group of 4 students.  Also

make copies of the "Observing and Predicting"

worksheet.

Lesson Implementation / Outline

Introduction: 

1) As a whole class, ask students "Who likes

watermelon?"  "Where do they come from?"

(Looking for "seeds.")  "What do seeds need to grow

into plants?" (Looking for "light, air, water, and soil.") 

2) Introduce the four different soils and ask students

how they might observe them.  Emphasize look,

touch, smell, ect. (but not taste!). Pass cups of the

soils around for students to observe and discuss

with a partner (think-pair-share).  As a class, discuss

some of their observations.  Ask students if they

think plants will grow well in each soil.  Guide the

class toward the question "Which soil will grow

plants the best?" 

3) Tell the class they are going to do an experiment

to answer that question.  Ask students if they know

what an experiment is and discuss (we asked if they

had seen MythBusters, which was a good reference point for them). 

4) Tell students that before scientists do an experiment, they make a prediction

or a hypothesis based on what they already know and have observed.  Ask

students to discuss a prediction with their partners, then ask for hands of those

that want to share their predictions with the class (think-pair-share).  Ask

students why they think a particular soil will grow plants the best.  For younger
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students, take a class tally of their predictions instead of having them complete

the "Observing and Making a Prediction" worksheet.

5) Explain that the students will work in groups of 4 for this experiment and that

each group will need a labeler, a cup filler, a planter, and a waterer.  Model how

the experiment will be set up using the cups of soil (which should have gone

completely around by now).  Talk about making the experiment fair by using the

same amount of soil, the same number of seeds, and the same amount of

water in each cup.  

Activity: 

1) Students return to their desks. Before passing out materials, have students

fill out the "Observing and Making a Prediction" worksheet - alternatively, they

can write down their observations and hypothesis in a science notebook free

form, or for younger students, the class tally taken during the introduction can

substitute.  Have a set of cups with the 4 soils available at the front in case they

need to remind themselves of an observation. 

2) Remind students that they need to decide on their roles within each group. 

When all students in a group have made predictions, collect their worksheets

and give them a tray, 4 cups with holes in the bottom, masking tape, a marker,

and the "Setting Up Your Experiment" worksheet. As you attend different

groups, the students that are waiting can use the time to draw their

experimental setup. The drawing can also be done free form in a science

notebook.  For younger students, you can have them paste pre-drawn cups

onto their set-up diagrams.

3) Ask the labler to label the cups with the group name/number and the type of

soil.  Once the labeler is done, bring the soils around to the group and have the

cup filler use an extra cup or scope to fill each soil cup to approximately the

same level with the appropriate soil.  Have the planter indent the soil in the

center a little bit, drop 5 seeds in each cup, and lightly cover them with soil. 

Once the seeds are planted, have the waterer mist each soil with the spray

bottle twice and place the cups in the foil tray.  Place the foil trays in a sunny

window or underneath the grow light.  Have students finish their experimental

setup drawings.  

Wrap-up / Closure: 

1) As a whole class discussion, ask students to remind you what question they

are testing.  What is a prediction/hypothesis?  What is an experiment? How do

you make sure an experiment is fair?

2) Following the planting lesson, you can have students take turns in their

groups watering the plants as they grow.  Students can also observe the plants

daily or a few times a week to see when the first plant sprouts. It will take at

least 3 weeks before the plants are big enough to collect data (see part2!).

Extensions and Reflections

Extensions and connections: 

Math extensions:

Students can graph different data they have collected. For example students

can graph the height of their plants. Students can also graph the length of the

leaves and the height of the stem and then present it to the class.
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Language Arts:

Students can compare and contrast two different kinds of plants. Students can

also write a paragraph describing one of their plants, using adjectives to

describe how the plant looks like? How does the plant feel? 

Reflections: 

This lesson can be taught in a wide range of elementary grades.  Young

students will need more scaffolding of the scientific method and opportunities to

discuss or draw if they don't have writing skills yet.  Also, the lesson can be

simplified for younger students to 2 soils, or even to a single soil, with the

question changed from "Which soil do plants like best?" to "What happens to a

seed when it is planted?" Students can draw their hypothesis by drawing what

they think the seed will look like after a week.

For older students, there can be a rich discuss not just about what plants need

in general, but what they need specifically from soil.  Older students can write

free form about their observations of the soils and can keep a science

notebook of observations and diagrams as the plants grow. 

Similar Lessons on SEPLessons: 

Which Soil Do Plants Like Best? - Part 2, Collecting Data

NGSS Topics

Kindergarten through Grade 5: 

K. Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems: Animals, Plants, and Their

Environment

1. Structure, Function and Information Processing

2. Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

4. Structure, Function, and Information Processing

5. Matter and Energy in Organisms and Ecosystems

NGSS Disciplinary Core Ideas

Kindergarten: 

K-LS1 From molecules to organisms: Structures and processes

Grade 1: 

1-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structure and Processes

Grade 2: 

2-LS2 Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics

Grade 4: 

4-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes

Grade 5: 

5-LS1 From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes
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NGSS Performance Expectations

NGSS Performance Expectations: 

K-LS1-1

2-LS2-1

4-LS1-1

5-LS1-1

NGSS Science and Engineering Practices

NGSS Science and Engineering Practices: 

Asking Questions and Defining Problems

Developing and Using Models

Planning and Carrying Out Investigations

Engaging in Argument from Evidence

NGSS Crosscutting Concepts

NGSS Crosscutting Concepts: 

Patterns

Cause and Effect

Systems and System Models

Energy and Matter

Weblinks and References

Weblinks: 

Link to Wisconsin Fast Plants on Carolina science.

Arabidopsis seeds for teaching from Lehle seeds.

Standards - Kindergarten

Life Sciences: 

2. Different types of plants and animals inhabit the earth. As a basis for

understanding this concept:

c. Students know how to identify major structures of common plants and

animals (e.g., stems, leaves, roots, arms, wings, legs).

Investigation and Experimentation: 

4. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting

careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and

addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their

own questions and perform investigations. Students will:

e. Communicate observations orally and through drawings.

Standards - Grade 1

Life Sciences: 

2. Plants and animals meet their needs in different ways. As a basis for

understanding this concept:

a. Students know different plants and animals inhabit different kinds of

environments and have external features that help them thrive in different kinds

of places.

b. Students know both plants and animals need water, animals need food, and

plants need light.
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e. Students know roots are associated with the intake of water and soil

nutrients and green leaves are associated with making food from sunlight.

Investigation and Experimentation: 

4. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting

careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and

addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their

own questions and perform investigations. Students will:

a. Draw pictures that portray some features of the thing being described.

b. Record observations and data with pictures, numbers, or written statements.

c. Record observations on a bar graph.

Standards - Grade 2

Life Sciences: 

2. Plants and animals have predictable life cycles. As a basis for understanding

this concept:

c. Students know many characteristics of an organism are inherited from the

parents. Some characteristics are caused or influenced by the environment.

e. Students know light, gravity, touch, or environmental stress can affect the

germination, growth, and development of plants.

f. Students know flowers and fruits are associated with reproduction in plants.

Earth Sciences: 

3. Earth is made of materials that have distinct properties and provide

resources for human activities. As a basis for understanding this concept:

c. Students know that soil is made partly from weathered rock and partly from

organic materials and that soils differ in their color, texture, capacity to retain

water, and ability to support the growth of many kinds of plants.

Investigation and Experimentation: 

5. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting

careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and

addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their

own questions and perform investigations. Students will:

a. Make predictions based on observed patterns and not random guessing.

b. Measure length, weight, temperature, and liquid volume with appropriate

tools and express those measurements in standard metric system units.

d. Write or draw descriptions of a sequence of steps, events, and observations.

e. Construct bar graphs to record data, using appropriately labeled axes.

f. Use magnifiers or microscopes to observe and draw descriptions of small

objects or small features of objects.

g. Follow oral instructions for a scientific investigation.

Standards - Grade 3

Life Sciences: 

3. Adaptations in physical structure or behavior may improve an organism's

chance for survival. As a basis for understanding this concept:

d. Students know when the environment changes, some plants and animals

survive and reproduce; others die or move to new locations.

Standards - Grade 4

Life Sciences: 

2. All organisms need energy and matter to live and grow. As a basis for

understanding this concept:
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a. Students know plants are the primary source of matter and energy entering

most food chains.

Life Sciences: 

3. Living organisms depend on one another and on their environment for

survival. As a basis for understanding this concept:

b. Students know that in any particular environment, some kinds of plants and

animals survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

Investigation and Experimentation: 

6. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting

careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and

addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their

own questions and perform investigations. Students will:

a.Differentiate observation from inference (interpretation) and know scientists’

explanations come partly from what they observe and partly from how they

interpret their observations.

b.Measure and estimate the weight, length, or volume of objects.

c.Formulate and justify predictions based on cause-and-effect relationships.

d.Conduct multiple trials to test a prediction and draw conclusions about the

relationships between predictions and results.

e.Construct and interpret graphs from measurements.

f.Follow a set of written instructions for a scientific investigation.

Standards - Grade 5

Life Sciences: 

2. Plants and animals have structures for respiration, digestion, waste disposal,

and transport of materials. As a basis for understanding this concept:

e. Students know how sugar, water, and minerals are transported in a vascular

plant.

f. Students know plants use carbon dioxide (CO2) and energy from sunlight to

build molecules of sugar and release oxygen.

g. Students know plant and animal cells break down sugar to obtain energy, a

process resulting in carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (respiration).

Investigation and Experimentation: 

6. Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting

careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept and

addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their

own questions and perform investigations. Students will:

a. Classify objects (e.g., rocks, plants, leaves) in accordance with appropriate

criteria.

b. Develop a testable question.

c. Plan and conduct a simple investigation based on a student-developed

question and write instructions others can follow to carry out the procedure.

d. Identify the dependent and controlled variables in an investigation.

e. Identify a single independent variable in a scientific investigation and explain

how this variable can be used to collect information to answer a question about

the results of the experiment.

g. Record data by using appropriate graphic representations (including charts,

graphs, and labeled diagrams) and make inferences based on those data.

h. Draw conclusions from scientific evidence and indicate whether further

information is needed to support a specific conclusion.

i. Write a report of an investigation that includes conducting tests, collecting

data or examining evidence, and drawing conclusions.
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